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What does the 
win over Utah 
really mean for 
the Aggies?
FINALLYUSU defeats Utah in overtime, breaking a 15-‐year losing streak
Democratic cantidate emphasizes education
 Democratic gubernatorial can-‐
didate and USU alumnus Peter 
Cooke began his address in the TSC 
Auditorium Monday night by cele-‐
brating the recent football win, and 
said that he is proud to be an Aggie.
 “Utah State is a good school, it’s 
the best school,” Cooke said. “And 
when we beat the U, I was the hap-‐
piest guy in the history of my life. 
That was important to me, it shows 
that an underdog can win.”
 USU students and faculty gath-‐
ered in the TSC Auditorium for a 
question and answer session with 
the candidate, where Cooke empha-‐
sized the importance he is plan-‐
ning to place on education if he is 
elected.
 “Our state in the present admin-‐
istration pushes low wages and 
high education,” Cooke said. “That 
doesn’t work for me. I think we have 
to have higher wage rates, we have 
to be able to take our state to the 
next step.”
 Cooke said that education is 
about getting high school students 
more prepared for college. He said 
his own personal philosophy is that 
students leave college unprepared 
for what the job market is really 
like.
 “I am very concerned about our 
economy, what happens to students 
when they graduate, and where 
they’ll get jobs, where they’re going 
to use their professional intelli-‐
gence.”
 Cooke said he plans to imple-‐
ment an economic development 
plan that would help students pay 
off their school loans. Students 
would have the opportunity give 
back by doing service hours at 
various government and commu-‐
nity organizations. In turn, a fund 
would then help those who volun-‐
teered pay off their education loans.
 “It will be a good way to get 
people to participate in the commu-‐
nity and in the education programs 
which need a lot of help,” Cooke 
said. “It would start to relieve the 
burden of student loans in an econ-‐
omy that’s not too strong.” 
 Cooke said that one of the main 
differences between incumbent 
Gary Herbert and himself is that he 
has background as a small business 
owner and looks at the direction in 
which the state of Utah is headed. 
 “The studies are coming out that 
keep saying we are number one, or 
we’re the best place,” Cooke said. 
“But it’s like looking at a good car 
with a bad engine.” He said we are 
well educated, have a good environ-‐
PETER COOKE, THE DEMOCRATIC cantidate 
for governor, spoke to students on Monday night, His 
campaign platform focuses on education and the econo-
my. DELAYNE LOCKE photo
BY TMERA BRADLEY
news senior writer
 It’s been 15 years since Utah 
State beat Utah in the battle of 
the brothers.
 During that stretch, the 
Aggies dropped 20 of 22 games, 
including seven by 15 points or 
more. Sounds like your typical 
older brother beating up on his 
younger sibling, but the Aggies 
got back in the win column 
against the Utes with a 27-‐20 
win Friday.
 Finally, redemption. The 
younger brother is holding his 
own.
 “It’s a huge win for the 
program,” head coach Gary 
Andersen said. “It’s something 
that we had our eyes set on for 
a long, long time and we were 
able to accomplish it. Obviously, 
it’s a big, big win.”
 The repercussions and signifi-‐
cance of the win are far reach-‐
ing. 
 For starters, the fans are 
believing again, as demon-‐
strated by the thousands of 
students and fans that rushed 
the field after the game. That’s 
what these in-‐state games mean 
to the fans. The optimism and 
excitement among Aggie faith-‐
ful is at a level that hasn’t been 
seen since USU beat a Steve 
Young-‐led BYU squad in the 
1980’s — if ever. 
 After 20-‐plus years of heart-‐
break, countless last-‐second 
losses and a consistency of get-‐
ting their hopes up only to have 
them dashed at some point dur-‐
ing the season, Aggie fans have 
something to have confidence 
in.
 And it’s not just the fans that 
are pumped with hope and aspi-‐
rations. The players are as well. 
 “Seeing everybody rush the 
field was incredible,” said soph-‐
omore quarterback Chuckie 
Keeton. “We know we have a 
good team, but we know we 
have to play to that caliber that 
we are. We haven’t gotten there 
yet, but all we can do is set our 




See FOOTBALL, Page 13
See CANDIDATE, Page 2
USU FOOTBALL PLAYERS, students and athletics staff rush the field after an overtime win against the University of Utah on Sept.  7. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
Mayas Corner will be running a 2x3 ad the first three issues. 
We can follow the similar format as last years ad. We will keep the logo 
and address, then strip everything out with the following changes. 
“Clothing Sale”
“Everything Must Go”
“2 Weekends Only” “Aug 30th through Sep 8th”
Store Hours Thur-‐Fri 2-‐6 pm & Sat 10-‐4 pm
If you have any questions let me know. 
The proof can be sent to man and mayascornerlogan@gmail.com
Clothing Sale
Everything Must Go!
2 Weekends Only — Aug 




Sat 10 am-4 pm
35 W 100 S
(in the Thatcher 
Young Mansion)
Commute without the fuss…






Commute without the fuss ...
take the bus.
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CANTIDATE: Cooke says he has a plan to help students pay for school
From page 1                                
Albrecht speech breaks devotional attendance record
 The Religion in Life 
Devotional Series wel-‐
comed its largest group of 
students ever to hear USU 
President Stan L. Albrecht 
speak about lessons he has 
learned throughout his life 
on Sept. 7.
  Hosted by the LDS 
Institute of Religion, the 
event f illed the Institute 
building auditorium, leav-‐
ing standing room only for 
a number of students. 
 Albrecht, who is no 
longer a member of the 
church of Jesus-‐Christ of 
Latter-‐day Saints, began 
his speech by congratulat-‐
ing the crowd.
 “The largest institute 
program is here, and you’re 
part of it, congratulations,” 
he said. “Thank you for the 
opportunity you extended. 
We appreciated and have 
been honored by this invi-‐
tation.” 
 Institute Director 
Wayne Dymock said the 
process for selecting speak-‐
ers for Religion in Life is 
done far in advance. Most 
chosen are confirmed 
about six months or lon-‐
ger before they actually 
speak. Dymock said faculty 
member Richard Gordon 
lines up the speakers. After 
Matt Holland, Utah Valley 
University president spoke 
last year, Gordon suggested 
students should hear from 
their own president. 
 In regard to policy 
about the church member-‐
ship of those who speak, 
Dymock said the Institute 
has had non-‐members 
speak in the past when it is 
appropriate and after they 
are approved by higher 
authority. 
 “He was approved,” 
Dymock said of Albrecht. 
“(Gordon) wants to give 
students a wide variety of 
experiences.”
 “We asked (Albrecht) 
last spring and he said, 
‘Let me try for the fall,’” 
Dymock said. “His reason 
was, ‘I enjoy speaking 
to students. I’ll do it for 
them.’” 
 Albrecht’s wife Joyce 
introduced Stan not by 
his scholarly works but 
instead spoke of him being 
raised on a family farm in 
Fremont, Utah and embrac-‐
ing difficult challenges as 
president of USU, such as 
the economic downturn 
and the van accident which 
took eight students’ and 
one faculty member’s lives. 
 “(They) will never be 
forgotten,” Joyce said. 
 Before sharing eight 
life lessons he has learned, 
Albrecht updated students 
on financial, academic and 
other goals being reached 
at USU. He said his initial 
fundraising goal, started a 
few years ago, was to raise 
$200 million. This was 
exceeded in the first 12 
months and now has sur-‐
passed the newer goal of 
$400 million. 
 Following the remarks 
on fiscal progress, Albrecht 
said, “Today, I’m going to 
be a bit more personal.” 
 He said in his lifetime, 
he has learned many les-‐
sons, and chose to share 
eight of them with the 
attending student body at 
the event. 
 “No one has the exclu-‐
sive right to the truth,” 
Albrecht said, “I hope 
you’re not troubled by the 
fact that I would include 
this as one of my life’s les-‐
sons.” 
 Albrecht said many of 
the lessons he shared have 
come when he was able 
to view the world from 
other people’s eyes and not 
through his own biases. 
 “If God is the creator 
of all that is good, if he is 
the father of all, then all 
of these others, whatever 
their differences, are his 
children and all that sur-‐
rounds us is part of his 
creation.” 
 Albrecht said he has 
sometimes wondered why 
members of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-‐day 
Saints would spend so 
much time and energy into 
missionary and temple 
programs, which he said 
are designed to bring 
exaltation to “our Father’s 
children,” if they do not 
believe that all human kind 
are God’s creations and all 
are truly his children. 
 “If we truly believe that 
they are, then our beliefs 
should be ref lected in how 
we treat others and par-‐
ticularly in how we treat 
others who are different 
from us.”
 Camille Smart, a junior 
majoring in psychology, 
attended the speech and 
said she found it interest-‐
ing. 
  “I thought he had some 
good insights to life and it 
was well put together. He 
did a good job connecting 
with us as students,” she 
said. 
 Albrecht defended 
education and the role of 
religion in the life of a stu-‐
dent. 
 “There is great religious 
value that comes from your 
investment in education. 
You should not ever fear 
that obtaining a college 
degree constitutes a threat 
to your most basic beliefs.”
– natasha.bodily@gmail.
com
USU PRESIDENT STAN ALBRECHT speaks to students at a devotional hosted by the LDS Institue. The Institue hosts a speaker every week as part of their “Religion in Life” 
series. DELAYNE LOCKE photo
BY NATASHA BODILY
staff writer TalkingPoints
USU President Stan Albrecht
-‐
riences in my life have occurred when I 
have tried to be something I was not. “      
                                            
what we think others want us to be or 
by what we do or by what we think we 
know or more insidiously by what we 
own.”
 
with those you love when you’re angry.
 The best lessons we learn in life are 
often taught us by those who face life’s 
greatest challenges.”
unless you are willing to become part 
of the solution.”
-‐
along the way, life will hit you in the 
head with a brick.”
truth.”
“Always read.”
ment and location, but we have low wages. 
“There’s no engine to drive it to the next 
step.”
 There is a great need for a stir in the 
economy, Cooke said. 
 “I don’t think it’s going in the right 
direction, so we need to put money in 
education,” he said.
 He said the state needs to get the 
young people to stay in the state after 
graduation.
 “Presently we spend $467 million 
bringing outside businesses into Utah,” 
Cooke said. “I would rather spend that 
money on helping people here grow other 
businesses.” 
 Cooke said he represents a solid back-‐
ground both in in business and military. 
 “I think I can really bring what it takes 
to have more of an open policy more of a 
view of where we’re gonna go as a state,” 
Cooke said.
 Briana Bowen, president of the USU 
College Democrats, said one of the biggest 
things that stands out in Cooke’s cam-‐
paign is the emphasis he places on educa-‐
tion.
 “The wonderful Democratic candi-‐
dates we have running this season, not 
only for state offices but for federal offic-‐
es, really are placing a huge priority on 
education, and it’s critical,” said Bowen, a 
junior majoring in political science. “You 
have an educated populace and you end 
up with a good economy, you end up with 
cleaner environment. Educated people are 
the drivers in the 21st century.”
 Bowen said the fact that General Cooke 
and Scott Howell have education at the 
top of their lists really strikes home not 
only with a lot of students but with the 
direction Utah is heading. She wants to 
see Utah become a place where people 
want to grow, go to school, work and 
eventually retire.
 “All of that is contingent on having a 
community that is willing to support edu-‐
cation,” Bowen said.
 Students at the question and answer 
event said Cooke’s emphasis on education 
is an important part of his campaign.
 “That’s obviously something Utah’s 
lacking on and I’d like to see some chang-‐
es with that,” said Dani Gomm, a junior 
majoring in English and social studies. 
 “I think he’ll do a good job at bringing 
some new ideas to the table as far as edu-‐
cation goe ,” Gomm said. 
 She said that regardless of which party 
you affiliate with, having some form of 
competition in the election is very impor-‐
tant. 
 “You get to see a lot more ideas than 
just one side,” Gomm said. “It will help 
both parties be more productive.”
 Bowen said Cooke has an advantage by 
having extensive experience in the mili-‐
tary and small business.
 “His military career is just remark-‐
able,” Bowen said. “He has the advantage 
of being able to call upon his military ser-‐
vice for the sake of efficiency in running 
a streamlined state government, which 
pleases everybody. We have a smaller gov-‐
ernment for Republicans, we have a more 
efficient government for Democrats.”
– tmera.bradley@aggiemail.usu.edu





Compiled from staff 
and media reports
     Nat Frazer, chair of USU’s 
Sustainability Council, is the next 
guest at Utah State University’s 
Museum of 
Anthropology 
as the green  
movement 
is in the 
spotlight 




     The 
museum, with 
the help of 
Frazer, will explore the green move-‐
ment in Cache Valley Saturday, Sept. 
15. Frazer, who speaks at 1 p.m., will 
discuss sustainability in Utah and 
other topics. A question and answer 
session follows.
     Families attending the Saturday 
activities can decorate and keep 
reusable grocery bags throughout 
the day. Those interested are also 
encouraged to peruse the USU 
Sustainability Council’s website to 
learn how to be more sustainable.
      In addition to the Saturdays at 
the Museum activity series, com-‐
munity members and USU students 
alike can visit the museum during its 
standard operating hours, Monday 
through Friday, 8 a.m.-‐5 p.m. 
Saturday hours are 10 a.m.-‐4 p.m.
Music deparment 
hosts scholar
      USU’s Department of Music is 
bringing scholar Jenny Doctor to 
campus Sept. 17-‐21.
     Doctor, a specialist in 20th 
century British musical culture 
and the BBC (British Broadcasting 
Corporation) is a professor at 
Syracuse University and director of 
the Belfer Audio Archive.
      Doctor’s f irst presentation is a 
lecture based on her research titled 
“Vaughan Williams, Boult and the 
BBC.” The lecture is Sept. 19 at 11:30 
a.m. in the Merrill-‐Cazier Library 
Auditorium, Room 101.
     In addition to visiting classes 
in the music department, she will 
present a pre-‐concert talk for the 
American Festival Chorus Concert 
“Music of a Royal Occasion” at 6:45 
p.m. Sept. 21 in the Kent Concert 
Hall in the Chase Fine Arts Center on 
USU’s campus.
Nat Frazer
      Each year, disasters disrupt 
hundreds of thousands of lives in 
the United States and throughout 
the world, leaving lasting impacts. 
According to the American Red 
Cross, however, less than half of 
Americans have an emergency pre-‐
paredness plan in place.
     “September marks the ninth 
annual National Preparedness 
Month, an annual campaign led by 
FEMA to encourage all Americans 
to take the necessary steps toward 
emergency preparedness,” said 
Carolyn Washburn, USU Extension 
associate professor. 
      To assist Utahns with disaster 
preparation, USU Extension offers 
many resources to encourage the 
development of family preparedness 
plans.
       The Extension Disaster 
Education Network at eden.lsu.
edu offers disaster preparation tips 
and information on such topics as 
drought, f ire, f loods, hurricanes, 
swine inf luenza, West Nile virus, 
f inancial preparation, family prepa-‐
ration and animal health.
      In addition, the USU Extension 
site, f ire.usu.edu, was created spe-‐
cifically because of the extreme fire 
danger in Utah this year. The site 
offers information in wildfire prepa-‐
ration, f ire wise tips for the home 





The policy of The Utah Statesman 
is to correct any error made as soon 
as possible. If you find something 
you would like clarified or find in 
error, please contact the editor at 
797-‐1742, statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu or come in to TSC 105.
ClarifyCorrect
Contact USU Police at 797-1939 
for non-emergencies.




Logan Police on a 
house party com-‐
plaint. USU Police 
contacted an indi-‐
vidual and discovered 
that he was under 21 
years of age and had 
consumed alcohol. 
He was cited for con-‐
sumption of alcohol 
by a minor and was 
also found to have an 
outstanding warrant 
from Logan Municipal 
Court. The individual 
was arrested. 
-‐
ed to the concessions 
area of the stadium 
for a medical problem. 
A student had passed 
out standing in the 
food line. The student 
was taken home.
a suspicious person 
call that occurred in 
the Aggie Village. 
The resident director 
for the Aggie Village 
informed the police 
that there had been a 
suspicious person try-‐
ing to open apartment 




ed to a suspicious odor 
call that occurred in 
the Mountain View 
Tower. Police arrived, 
but could not find a 
suspicious odor in the 
area. There was no 
further action taken.
-‐
ed to the Old Main 
Amphitheater on a 
report of suspicious 
activity in the area. 
When Police arrived 
there they found an 
on campus club meet-‐
ing there. No further 
action was taken.
made aware of an 
unconscious female in 
the Big Blue Parking 
Terrace. Officers con-‐
tacted the female and 
were unable to wake 
her. Logan EMS was 
called for medical 
treatment. Officers 
continued attempts to 
wake the female. The 
female was awakened 
slightly and officers 
moved her from 
the vomited area. 
Officers were able to 
obtain her name and 
age. EMS personnel 
arrived and trans-‐
ported her to Logan 
Regional Hospital for 
treatment. The female 
was issued a misde-‐
meanor citations for 
minor in possesion 
and alcohol and intox-‐
ication.
Saturday, Sept. 1
a theft report that 
occurred in the TSC 
Ballroom.  The com-‐
plainant informed the 
police that someone 
had stolen her iPhone 
while she was at the 
‘80s dance.  Police are 
investigating at this 
time.
a delayed report of a 
hit-‐and-‐run accident 
in the parking lot 
across the highway by 
the business building. 
A silver vehicle was hit 
by a red vehicle and 
the red vehicle left the 
scene. Police are inves-‐
tigating.
a student with ques-‐
tions concerning a 
possible computer 
virus from download-‐
ing adult pornography 
and the possibility of 
the FBI locking his 
computer, due to the 
download. It was 
determined that a 
virus was uploaded 
to his computer from 
the adult porn site. 
Officers recommend-‐
ed that the computer 
be taken to a com-‐
puter repair store to 
be fixed.
small kitten by Old 
Main. The student 
called the USU Police 
to pick up the animal. 
The officer confirmed 
that it was not an 
Aggie cat and it was 




ed to Aggie Village on 
a report of a possible 
domestic dispute in 
progress. When police 
arrived, they spoke to 
all the people in the 
apartment and found 
out that there was not 
an argument there but 
rather a woman was 
upset over finding out 
that her mother, who 
lives in another coun-‐
try, was ill. 
Compiled by Allee 
Wilkinson
STUDENTS CAMP OUT on the quad Thursday before the football game. Around 800 students enjoyed music, pizza and ice cream 
served by the Hurd committee. Photo courtesy of the Hurd
Hurd campout draws 800 students 
 Whether it was in a tent, on a 
tarp or in a hammock, USU stu-‐
dents were excited to sleep under 
the stars on the Quad Thursday 
night in preparation for the “Battle 
of the Brothers” football game 
against the University of Utah on 
Friday.
 Around 800 students converged 
on the Quad during the evening 
to eat free pizza brought by head 
football coach Gary Anderson and 
quarterback Chuckie Keeton. The 
students set up a miniature tent 
city on the grass in front of the new 
Agriculture Science building.
 “It’s awesome to be around 
everyone and the whole Aggie 
spirit,” said Samantha Burrows, a 
sophomore in business administra-‐
tion and marketing. 
 Students began setting up tents 
at 7 p.m. and the celebration con-‐
tinued well past sundown. Glow-‐in-‐
the-‐dark Frisbees flew in the air as 
the HURD committee dished out 
Aggie Ice Cream and played music 
on the grass.
 For Burrows, who camped out-‐
side the Dee Glen Smith Spectrum 
for last year’s basketball season 
opener, a tent was the way to go.
 “We’re definitely sleeping in a 
tent,” Burrows said. “This is not our 
first rodeo.”
 Not all students elected to shel-‐
ter in a tent, however. Freshmen 
Natalie Tea and Nick Langford 
chose to roll out sleeping bags on a 
tarp and sleep under the stars. 
 “It’s true camping,” Tea said.
 Aggie fan Sam Judkins and 
another friend hung their ham-‐
mocks from a tree along the edge 
of the Quad. Judkins said he and 
friends like to sleep in hammocks 
in various places around Logan.
 HURD committee member 
Chris Steele said this year’s camp 
out on the Quad seemed more suc-‐
cessful than last year’s, held before 
the homecoming game against 
Colorado State University. 
 “Each year we’re getting better 
and better as we make improve-‐
ments on managing the students 
and getting them involved as much 
as possible,” Steele said.
 The HURD is operating dif-‐
ferently this year, Steele said. 
Originally a club with benefits 
exclusive for paying members, 
Hurd membership this year con-‐
sists of the entire student body. The 
idea is to unite all USU students for 
sporting events, he said.
 “The purpose is to unite the 
whole student section, the whole 
school, to be unified, to be one,” 
Steele said.
 Excited for the match up the next 
night, students expressed opti-‐
mism in their team’s ability to beat 
the Utes, a PAC-‐12 team.
 Jaden Johnson, a freshman 
studying business, said it was the 
fans who might tip the mark. 
 “We’re part of the best student 
section in the nation and we want 
to see the Aggies kill the Utes,” 
Johnson said.
 Those who stayed the whole 
night received a wristband to get in 
fifteen minutes early for the game 
the next day, Steele said. Romney 
Stadium housed over 25,500 fans at 
the stadium the next day, and the 
line to get in snaked up the street. 
Steele said the wristbands did not 
guarantee a spot in line, however.
 Steele said aside from a few 
pranksters, the carefully-‐planned 
camp out went smoothly.
 Sergeant Travis Dunn of the USU 
Police said he is not aware of any 
problems reported to the police 
during the campout. 
 “We just want everybody to be 
safe and have a good night,” Dunn 
said.
– la.stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu
ORLANDO, Fla. – An Orlando-‐
based software company said 
on Monday that it was the 
victim of the theft of more 
than a million Apple user IDs 
in a cyber attack that has been 
linked to the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation.
In a statement, BlueToad Inc. 
CEO Paul DeHart said that the 
hack came to light a “little more 
than a week ago,” and resulted 
in an “unknown group” posting 
Apple unique device identifiers 
on the Internet.
 “Although we successfully 
defend against thousands of 
cyber attacks each day, this 
determined criminal attack 
ultimately resulted in a breach 
to a portion of our systems,” 
DeHart said. “When we dis-‐
covered that we were the likely 
source of the information in 
question, we immediately 
reached out to law enforcement 
to inform them and to cooper-‐
ate with their ongoing criminal 
investigation of the parties 
responsible for the criminal 
attack and the posting of the 
stolen information.”
 Last week, according to mul-‐
tiple media reports, hackers 
associated with the organiza-‐
tion Anonymous posted about a 
million Apple user IDs online, 
claiming they were among 12 
million stolen from an FBI 
agent’s computer. The hackers 
said the release documented 
alleged monitoring of Apple 
customers by the FBI.
But BlueToad, a software and 
application provider, now says 
it was the victim of the hack.
 “We have fixed the vulner-‐
ability and are working around 
the clock to ensure that a 
security breach doesn’t happen 
again,” DeHart said in his state-‐
ment. “We sincerely apologize 
to our partners, clients, pub-‐
lishers, employees and users of 
our apps.”
 DeHart said his company 
“does not collect, nor have we 
ever collected, highly sensitive 
personal information like credit 
cards, Social Security numbers 
or medical information.” The 
hacked information “primarily 
consisted of ... information that 
was reported and stored pursu-‐
ant to commercial industry 
development practices,” he said.
 “We will continue to monitor 
this situation and cooperate 
with law enforcement in the 
investigation of the parties 
responsible for this crime,” 
DeHart said.
Software company: Hackers stole Apple IDs from us, not FBI
BY JEFF WEINER
The Orlando Sentinel
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Yeah, We Get It.
50-75% Off? Really?
Overstock.com Outlet Store
With The Valley Outlet, you’ll !nd everything for which you’re looking—from elegant 










New Shipments Arriving Weekly!
Fine Interior Design Services
From residential to commercial, The Valley Design has the product, experience and the 
talent you need to take your home or o"ce from so-so to absolutely stunning.






Get 20% OFF Any Single Item
One time use. Cannot be combined with any other coupon or special. 
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e understand the struggles of setting up for the 
school year. But now there’s a discount outlet for:
Really. We understand the struggles of setting up for 

















2707 So. Highway 89/91
Well vill
Finding treasure from trash via the Classifieds
BY DREW VANDYKE
features senior writer 
Campus resources provide support to students
BY APRIL ASHLAND
staff writer
  With the exception of tran-‐
sients and perhaps dung beetles, 
few can rival college students 
when it comes to turning “one 
man’s trash into another man’s 
treasure.”
 Whether it be inheriting an 
old living room set after a family 
furniture upgrade, frequent-‐
ing thrift stores to mimic an 
Urban Outfitters-‐like aesthetic, 
or polishing off a roommate’s 
leftovers — kids in college can 
be remarkably resourceful. And 
being thrifty today is easier than 
ever. While past generations at 
Utah State University had to rely 
on the local Deseret Industries 
and occasional curbside finds, 
students today have the KSL clas-‐
sifieds. 
 From appliances to apart-‐
ments, furniture to firearms, and 
legal advice to livestock — you 
can find it all on KSL classifieds 
with the simple click of a mouse.
 “KSL is the perfect way to find 
great deals and trade locally,” 
said Dani Hayes, a senior in 
print journalism. “I have the free 
section of KSL classifieds book-‐
marked on my computer.”
 Constantly on the lookout for 
bargain deals and giveaways, 
Hayes frequents the KSL clas-‐
sifieds page at least once a week; 
and she is not the only one. 
According to compete.com, an 
online analytics provider, KSL.
com and the classifieds section 
receive an average of around 1.8 
million unique page views each 
month. While individuals access-‐
ing the site are primarily from 
Utah, online visitors represent 
numerous states throughout the 
Rocky Mountain West.
 Although Hayes has purchased 
numerous items on KSL clas-‐
sifieds for s hool  enterta nment 
and home decorating, her favor-‐
ite item obtained from the clas-‐
sifieds was free.
 “My cousin had a record player 
that could also be us d as a 
coffee table, and I have always 
wanted one,” Hayes said. 
 One day, as part of her weekly 
regiment, Hayes perused the free 
section of the KSL classifieds. To 
her surprise, a retro-‐style record 
player similar to her cousin’s was 
among the items listed in the 
Cache Valley area.
 “The sellers would give it to 
whomever came to pick it up 
first,” Hayes said. “They didn’t 
want it because it was taking up 
space, and now it is one of my 
most prized possessions.”
 Brandon Robbins, a junior 
majoring in business administra-‐
tion, has also had great success 
through the classifieds on KSL.
com.
 “I sed to b y and sell a lot of 
vehicles on KSL,” Robbins said. 
“About once every other month, 
I used to drive down to Salt Lake 
to look at cars. It was kind of like 
my second high school job.”
 After identifying local inex-‐
pensive vehicles listed on the s te, 
Robbins and his father would 
purchase them, clean them, and 
make minor repairs. They would 
then re-‐list the amended auto-‐
mobiles on the KSL Classifieds 
webpage with better pictures and 
a higher price.
 “I used to use AutoTrader.com, 
but you had to pay to post ads 
online,” Robbins said, “KSL is 
free.”
 Through repeating the pro-‐
cess of buying and selling cars 
on KSL, Robbins not only made 
enough to fund his LDS mission, 
but also became an expert on the 
benefits of buying and selling 
through KSL.com.
 
 Student fees and tuition 
cover a variety of resourc-‐
es on campus to encour-‐
age involvement and aca-‐
demic success. From study 
tips and free math tutor-‐
ing to advocate programs 
for students with disabili-‐
ties, Utah State University 
offers help to all students 
who seek it. 
 The Disability Resource 
Center is located in Room 
103 of the University Inn 
and serves 900 students 
as of this semester. The 
center helps students with 
documented disabilities 
with their classes. 
 “We are here to make 
sure students with dis-‐
abilities have equal access 
to their education,” said 
Diane Baum, director of 
the DRC. 
 Baum has worked for 
the university in the DRC 
for 31 years, and said 
she’s seen the center grow 
from assisting 47 students 
who were deaf or hard of 
hearing to currently work-‐
ing with the 900 who are 
enrolled. 
 In 1981, when Baum 
first arrived at Utah State 
University, her budget 
for giving services was 
$13,000, which was the 
same as her salary as 
a half-‐time worker for 
the school year. Since 
then she has lobbied and 
worked with other schools 
to receive funding for 
the program. Most of the 
money to support the 
DRC comes from the state 
legislature, with a small 
portion coming from the 
computer fees on campus. 
All services are available 
to students with disabili-‐
ties. 
 “It’s against the law to 
make students with dis-‐
abilities pay for our ser-‐
vices,” she said. “Everyone 
uses the computer labs 
on campus, and we have a 
computer lab with specific 
technology for students 
with disabilities.”  
 The DRC serves stu-‐
dents with any sort of 
documented disability, 
including mental illness-‐
es, learning disabilities, 
sensory impairments such 
as low vision, blindness 
and hearing loss, physical 
limitations such as back 
injuries, medical condi-‐
tions such as diabetes, 
organ transplants and 
multiple sclerosis. 
 Baum said students 
with disabilities need to 
fill out an application and 
make an appointment to 
meet with a staff member. 
 “We have them meet 
with someone so we can 
understand the resources 
they’ll need,” she said.
 The DRC is currently 
functioning because of 
governmental mandates 
and programs, Baum said. 
In 1973, legislation was 
put into effect which set 
an expectation for colleges  is available for students who are enrolled in certain math classes. 
The lab is a gathering place for students seeking help on their assignments. Lab hours are found on their website: www.
usu.edu/arc/tutoring.  JESSICA FIFE photo
 majoring in print journalism sits in front of a vintage record player she got 
for free from KSL.com. She said she finds great deals on KSL Classifieds and is always on the lookout for 
new bargains. Photo courtesy of Dani Hayes.
See CLASSIFIEDS, Page 7
See LAB, Page 7
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®
Amavida, which literally means 
“love for life” is a collection of some of 
the world’s most intricately detailed and 
breathtaking diamond rings.
When you’ve found that perfect love, 
its Amavida.! This line of perfect keepsakes 
will embody and mirror this flawless 
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Oct 26th and 27th, 7:30 p.m.
Ellen Eccles Theater, Logan
Tickets $10-$21
Buy tickets at theater box office or call 752-0026 
All attendants are encouraged to wear their own costume. 
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 The only honest way 
to kick start this column 
is with two words that 
are beyond cliche: I’m 
single.
 Now, I know most of 
you are shocked. I mean, 
how is it that lady-types 
aren’t ripping down my 
front door, sidewalls 
and any and all forms 
of weather stripping in 
an effort to score some 
lovin’ time with the over 
aged college senior with 
a Pepsi belly, spotty side-
burns and whose favorite 
possession is his real-fruit 
juice extractor (no, not 
the Jack Lalanne one, 
stop asking.) 
 It may not be uncom-
mon, but I have been 
ever baffled by my inabil-
ity to find a wholesome 
hug mate who will stick 
around after finding out 
I cried when Zordon 
almost died in the 
“Power Rangers” movie.
 I say this understand-
ing why such environ-
ments are so. After all, 
pity parties aside, I am 
very far from the proto-
type dream husband. I 
am not tall, dark or hand-
some, and I find romance 
putrid – I’m often noted 
stating my favorite love 
story is “Forrest Gump” 
because one of them 
dies and that adds some-
how.
 It goes on. I get 
excessively perturbed 
when someone doesn’t 
respect my music taste, I 
can’t play an instrument, 
I’m not a good dancer, 
I think “Harry Potter” is 
overrated, I don’t have 
an accent, I bite my nails 
in public, I never learned 
a language on my mis-
sion, I’m weird around 
prospective in laws 
because they smell like 
lawn mowers, and more 
than not I don’t care 
for other people’s feel-
ings, at least this is what 
my ex-girlfriend told 
me, though I still blame 
it on the fact I didn’t 
react as exuberantly as 
she demanded when she 
introduced me to her pet 
rat.
 Long story short, I 
think I’m a good guy, 
I’m just not Hugh Grant, 
and until that day comes 
(floppy mid part hair-
style and all) I can pretty 
much be done cashing 
in any efforts of landing 
a wife.
 Now, why am I willing 
to display this discourse 
of doldrums in a humor 
column of all mediums? 
Because I know I am 
not alone. I am one in 
a throng of those who 
are bereft of affection 
because we fail to meet 
the standards “Tangled” 
set for us.
 To all those fellow soli-
tary lifers, this is my mes-
sage to you, my credo 
of hope that the sun will 
soon rise and you are 
free to smile. Sure, your 
bow-hunting hobby may 
not land Miss America, 
and you may never see 
things through with 
the soft-spoken hipster 
types who love the 
same movies you do 
and make your soul feel 
free simply because 
you consider red meat 
a food group.
 You may long for the 
feeling of a companion 
and it just may never 
come, but you don’t 
have to be miserable.
 Honestly, you don’t, 
and it’ll all change with 
one simple mindset: if 
it is the taken lifestyle 
you crave, simply act as 
if.
 Call me crazy, but it is 
the best of both worlds. 
Trust me on this, the lofty 
pain of lonely wears off 
quickly once you experi-
ence the comfort of a 
relationship without hav-
ing to actually deal with 
the relationship.
 Just picture it; you can 
wear knitted sweaters 
simply because they are 
fun rake leaves in. You 
can make dinner-for-two 
when it is really dinner-
fo r - o n e - a n d - i n s t a n t -
lunch-tomorrow. When 
it is cold and windy out-
side and you get the shiv-
ers you can take off your 
coat and put it on you. 
 You can go to mid-
week recitals and be hon-
est if it bombed because 
you won’t be marrying 
anyone in the orchestra. 
 Just last week I took 
myself to a private look-
out just to throw rocks – 
I got a good view and my 
lips never got chapped, it 
was miraculous. It’s the 
fun of the ball without 
the angst of the chain.
 To top it all off, there is 
so much more to life than 
romance. Relationships 
come and go, and who 
knows if you’ll ever see 
the end of the road, but 
never forget there will 
always be belt buckles, 
“A-Team” reruns, fantasy 
football, throwing eggs 
at things, throwing other 
things at things, and the 
sun shining in your face.
 Take it from someone 
who has dated every 
conceivable type of girl 
and done everything 
short of love potions and 
re-enacting “Doug’s First 
Movie” and still come 
short of “the one,” “the 
two,” “the three hun-
dred,” or even “the will-
accept-cash -on-deliv -
ery.” Your princess will 
come, and if it happens 
to only occur when beat-
ing “Zelda” then so be it.
 Yep, it’s the life. Sure, 
I would more than wel-
come an opportunity of 
bringing a wholesome 
female into my life, but 
until then I am content 
acting as if.
 And in case you think 
you are that wholesome 










short, I think 
I’m a good guy, 





WHEN THE POWER RANGERS MOVIE took a tragic turn, the author cried. 
This is one of the reasons he believes he is without a mate. Stock photo
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  Just recently, a bag of fresh 
tomatillos came into my pos-
session. I bought them on the 
TSC Patio from a nice repre-
sentative of USU’s organic 
vegetable farm. I decided 
they would go perfectly with 
the fresh tomatoes and pep-
pers my neighbor friend just 
gave a few days ago. So I 
fired up my food processor 
and the rest become salsa 
history. The resulting flavor 
explosion took me back to a 
couple of pleasant memories 
I made not too long ago.
  When I flew back to Utah 
from back East, a couple of 
weeks ago, my plane landed 
just before midnight, which 
meant I had to spend the 
night in Salt Lake City. As 
soon as I got off the plane 
I made a beeline to the lug-
gage carousel to pick up my 
bags—forgetting to grab a 
bite to eat. By the time my 
shuttle got me to my hotel, 
I was starving… and it was 
almost 1 a.m.
  I decided to leave my 
temporary digs and walk a 
few blocks in search of sus-
tenance. Just before I was 
about to give up hope, and 
by the grace of all that is 
gastronomically holy, I even-
tually cast my eyes across 
the vacant city street upon a 
dimly lit street-taco cart. Can 
you say, “Serendipity?” For 
less than six bucks, my food 
quandary became a genius 
way to end the day.
  These are the kind of food 
experiences I have come 
to love in life. It’s not the 
planned or mundane or have-
to -eat-because - I ’m-hungry 
dining experiences that fill 
the pages of a foodie’s food 
diary. It’s those food epipha-
nies we have at 1 in the morn-
ing after a long flight, when 
we’re stranded in places 
we’re not necessarily totally 
attuned to.
  Then, there are those hid-
den treasures—those little 
known secrets—hiding in 
plain sight in the places we go 
every day. Last year when I 
began writing this column, I 
polled my fellow Statesman 
writers and editors for sug-
gestions on places to eat in 
Logan and the surrounding 
Cache Valley. After I sifted 
through the usual obvious 
locales, I wrote down the 
names of restaurants I had 
never heard of or seen.
  One such place came to 
me a la the Statesman’s for-
mer sports assistant editor, 
Tyler Huskinson, who told me 
about La Ranchera Market. 
His suggestion went some-
thing like this, “Yeah, it’s a 
Mexican grocery, but if you 
walk in all the way to the 
back, you can order the best 
tacos.” Say “tacos,” and I’m 
there—I promise.
 La Ranchera Market’s 
doors are certainly open to 
all walks of life, but I’ll go out 
on a limb and guess that they 
typically attract individuals of 
Hispanic or Latino decent. 
Every day, I bet thousands of 
Cache Valley residents pass 
the place, which is located 
at the corner of 100 North 
and 100 West in Logan. But 
how many non-Hispanic 
locals know about this place? 
Perhaps many, I don’t know, 
but more people ought to 
check it out.
  La Ranchera is as good 
as it gets. There’s nothing 
special about the place—no 
bells, whistles or flashing 
lights; no ladies in cowboy 
boots singing happy birthday; 
no two-for-$19 deals. It’s just 
a quaint little tacqueria-type 
place with a few tables, salt 
shakers and napkin holders. 
In Logan, Utah, though, this 
place is screaming with char-
acter—right down to the tra-
ditional South-of-the-Border 
music that I’m beginning to 
love.
  I’ll admit, it felt like I drew a 
couple of goofy looks—being 
a goofy-looking white guy 
walking around a Mexican 
market and all—but I was 
made to feel right at home, 
by the warm smiles and hellos 
from every employee I came 
in contact with. I placed my 
order with a pleasant woman 
behind a small counter, which 
had a placard with photos of 
burritos, tamales, tacos and 
tostadas, etc. The woman 
also showed me a list of the 
various food items available; 
she was polite and engaging.
  As I waited for my food, I 
shopped around the market, 
which is loaded with every 
kind of authentic Central- and 
South-American product one 
could think of. By the way, a 
lot of times Mexican grocer-
ies carry products of simi-
lar quality to their American 
counterparts, but at a much 
cheaper price. I decided to 
buy a bag of cured pasillo 
chiles to cook with later.
  When my three beef tacos 
were ready, the woman 
brought them to my table 
and she apologized for the 
wait. I assured her it really 
didn’t feel like it took that 
long. Regardless, she said 
her food takes a little while 
because she makes it fresh 
from scratch—I knew this was 
true, because I watched her 
press my tortillas by hand to 
order. The food was simple, 
beef tacos on fresh-made tor-
tillas with cilantro and onions. 
I was also given to kinds of 
sauce—one green and one 
red.
  For all readers who are 
looking for something to keep 
you warm this winter, make a 
trip to La Ranchera Market 
for some of the most authen-
tic Mexican food you’ll find 
in Utah. That hot sauce will 
stick to you and radiate the 
love with which it was made. 
For keeping me warm, full 
and happy, but not killing my 
budget, I give La Ranchera an 
A.
– D. Whitney Smith worked 
as a server, cook, bartender 
and lacky in 24 restaurants 
across the country. When he 
decided to hang up his apron 
and enroll at USU, his inter-
est in food only increased. If 
you have any suggestions for 





NATALIE BECK, A MEMBER OF LOCAL BAND “Little Barefoot,” 
plays keyboard at the Big Ag Show on Saturday, Sept. 8. The show went from 
noon until 8 p.m. MICKELLE YEATES Photo





LOCALS LOOKING FOR AN AFFORDABLE and authentic bite to eat should visit the tacqueria 
inside the Mexican grocery, called La Ranchera Market, at 96 N.100 West in Logan. D. WHITNEY SMITH photo
“With Craigslist, there are no requirements,” Robbins 
said, “when you list a car, you don’t have to put down the 
mileage or anything else.”
 Robbins opted to buy cars through the classifieds on 
KSL.com because each listing provided more detailed 
information.
 “KSL requires whether it is a clean or salvaged title, 
as well as the year, the make, and the model of the car,” 
Robbins said. “You can also haggle prices on KSL, where-‐
as with Amazon, you get what you pay for.”
 Like Robbins, Stephen Andersen, a senior majoring in 
human movement, has his own list of potential benefits 
to using KSL classifieds. Throughout his tenure at Utah 
State, Andersen has made some of his favorite KSL pur-‐
chases, including a bunk-‐bed/futon, a popcorn machine, 
and a Belgian rabbit.
 “At this stage in my life, I do not need brand new furni-‐
ture,” Andersen said. “There are great deals on nice stuff 
that has been used. KSL is better than E-‐bay because you 
don’t have to use PayPal, and you don’t have to wait seven 
to ten days for your purchase.”
 Aside from the deals and convenience, Andersen sim-‐
ply enjoys meeting the unique individuals from whom he 
is buying.
 “I would much rather go into the house and meet the 
people that I am buying from versus not knowing where 
a couch came from at a dirty thrift store,” Andersen said. 
“The lady that I bought the bunk-‐bed from was someone 
whom I would never have had associated with in life. She 
had a completely different lifestyle, dreadlocks, and was 
barely wearing a shirt.”
 For every enjoyable experience and successful pur-‐
chase, however, there are those who have not faired so 
well using KSL.
 “Sometimes, they don’t put all of the details on there,” 
said Madi Law, a freshman majoring in political science. 
“I know a friend that bought a car from KSL that ran fine 
for two days, and then it caught on fire. There was obvi-‐
ously something wrong with the engine.”
 Although Law’s friend had met the seller while pur-‐
chasing the car, he was unable to call them after the fire 
because of an incorrect phone number.
Law’s sister was also the victim of inaccurate informa-‐
tion on KSL when she thought she purchased two female 
bearded lizards.
 “The only reason that we got them was because they 
were the same gender,” Law said. “Turns out, they were 
not. There was a bunch of shenanigans going on in the 
cage all of the time and one day, one lizard laid some 
eggs.”
– drew.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu
CLASSIFIEDS: Misleading ads make disgruntled customers





Send in your best photo from this summer ... 
and you could get it published in a special 
supplement and win a restaurant gift certificate.
 Categories: Landscape & Nature; Activities & 
People; Bizarre & Unusual.
 Deadline: Sept. 24, 5 p.m. No exceptions.
 Email JPEGs (not too large, please) to: 
statesman@usu.edu, with subject line “Nature” or 
“People” or “Bizarre.” Only one entry per category.
 Entries will be posted at www.utahstatesman.
com for viewing and voting.
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and universities to provide equal access 
to all students. 
 “I got here in ‘81, and we survived on 
donations and money from the state,” 
Baum said. 
 When the Americans with Disabilities 
Act was passed in 1990, higher stan-‐
dards were set for higher education insti-‐
tutions. 
 “Times changed,” she said to explain 
the legislation. “Things always change 
like the definition of disability.”
 Baum said previous legislation 
requires K through 12 schools to search 
out students with disabilities and acco-‐
modate them. When coming to college, 
students are required to find the help 
themselves because college is not a 
requirement. 
 “K through 12 schools are an entitle-‐
ment,” Baum said. “Higher education is 
an option.”
 While students have the responsibility 
to reach out to the DRC to receive help, 
the center goes to local high schools in 
the spring of each year to make incom-‐
ing students aware of the resources they 
have. 
 “We make them aware of the services 
available, because otherwise some won’t 
even consider college if they don’t know 
what is available,” Baum said. 
 The DRC offers many services such as 
sign language interpreters, a special lab 
with updated technology, a scholarship 
program and note taking assistance.
 When disabled students took a class 
and needed help taking notes, the DRC 
used to let the professors know and ask 
for volunteers. Now, they do things a 
little differently. 
 “We are required to find qualified 
assistance for those we serve,” Baum 
said. “We go into the class list and see 
who has good grades, and ask them if 
they are interested.” 
 The DRC serves those who have a cur-‐
rent, documented disability, but the first 
step is to go apply. 
 The Academic Resource Center is 
located in TSC 305 and boasts a staff 
of four, along with approximately 40 
supplemental instructors and 25 math 
and stats tutors per semester. 
 Associate Director Dennis Kohler said 
any student can and should use the cen-‐
ter. 
 “They should use us because we’re 
here,” he said. “Every student struggles 
sometimes, and we’re here to help.” 
 Kohler said he’s seen students from all 
ages and levels of school, from an honors 
student who didn’t know how to start 
working on a thesis paper to freshmen 
who don’t know what to do. 
 “There’s a massive difference between 
high school and college,” he said. 
“There’s a difference in what’s expected 
from the students in that time, as well as 
from freshman year to senior year. The 
types of skills and the work effort grows 
dramatically, and everybody’s had a time 
when they could use the help.” 
 Kohler has said he’s also seen some 
graduate students come in to receive 
help, but most of the students are in the 
first two years of college. 
 The ARC offers three main types of 
assistance for students: supplemental 
instruction (SI), tutoring and individual 
consultation. 
 SI’s are classes taught by students who 
have already passed a class with a certain 
grade or better who then teach a supple-‐
mental class for students. These classes 
accompany most of the large general 
education classes, Kohler said. 
 The Math and Stats Tutoring Lab is for 
students enrolled in Math 900 through 
2250, 2270 and 2280 and Statistics 1040, 
2000 and 3000. 
 When the lab is open, it becomes a 
gathering place for students of varying 
abilities to work on homework assign-‐
ments and receive another lesson from 
students who have already taken that 
level of math. 
 Becca Capell, a senior majoring in 
exercise science who works as a student 
tutor in the math side of the tutoring lab, 
said she comes in to answer questions 
and help students reach understanding. 
 “It’s a fun job,” Capell said. “I get to 
help people and keep up on my math 
skills. Mostly I help the students come to 
their own conclusion about their ques-‐
tions.” 
 Capell is still in her first few weeks of 
tutoring for the math lab, but she said 
she’s not an amateur when it comes to 
math.  “I’m a math minor, and the 
highest I’ve gone is Math 5710,” she said. 
“Once you get into the highest classes, 
you can just take whatever.” 
 Capell said it’s still the beginning of 
the semester but the lab is being used by 
students, some of whom are in the same 
classes. 
 “People will come in separately and 
then work together,” she said. “Peers 
from class can answer each other’s ques-‐
tions, and it’s a nice way to connect.” 
 The third type of assistance for stu-‐
dents offered by the ARC is individual 
consultations. Students come to the 
ARC office in a number of ways — 
from a referral from Counseling and 
Psychological Services, from the DRC, 
from University Advising or on their 
own. 
 Kohler said he sees many problems, 
the two most common being memory 
and time management issues.
 “Almost every student doesn’t have 
enough time,” Kohler said. “We tell stu-‐
dents that being a student is a full time 
job, 40 hours a week, and on top of that 
they have a real job and then their other 
activities.” 
 Students who are involved in extracur-‐
ricular activities such as clubs and social 
groups are more likely to stay involved 
with the university, Kohler said. Students 
are happier when they are social and 
have other things to do. 
 “Until the physics department can cre-‐
ate a time machine, we teach students 
how to more effectively manage their 
time,” Kohler said. 
 To do this the ARC offers a class, 
Psych 1730, which is open to all students 
but is designed for freshmen and sopho-‐
more students and is offered twice in the 
fall and spring semesters, as well as once 
during the summer. Students can add 
themselves to the class at midterm for 
the second session. 
 The ARC also has study kits and idea 
sheets located outside their office to help 
students receive instructional informa-‐
tion on their own schedule for study 
issues such as test anxiety, time manage-‐
ment, textbook reading and others. The 
idea sheets can also be found online. 
 The ARC doesn’t handle the therapy 
some students need in order to deal with 
some study issues, but Kohler said they 
do have ways to handle stress and anxi-‐
ety as well as procrastination. 
 “For most people, procrastination is 
f ixable,” Kohler said. “We don’t do ther-‐
apy, but we find a lot of procrastination 
is a fear of perfection and not knowing 
where to start.” 
 But even if Kohler and the other staff 
at the ARC don’t have the answers to a 
specific problem, they can find it. 
 “Ask for help now rather than later,” 
Kohler said. “If we don’t have the 
answers, someone on this f loor will.” 
– april.ashland@aggiemail.usu.edu
LAB: Some math and stats tutors work full-‐time
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The case for living with mom and dad
BY QUENTIN FOTTRELL
MarketWatch (MCT)
 To Rep. Paul Ryan, college students forced 
to move back in with Mom and Dad are the 
poster children for the bad economy. But 
from a personal finance perspective, experts 
say returning home can be a triumph.
"College graduates should not have to live out 
their 20s in their childhood bedrooms staring 
up at fading Obama posters and wondering 
when they can move out and get going with 
life, " Ryan said at the Republican National 
Convention last week.
 It's a growing trend: There are more adult 
Americans age 34 or younger sleeping in their 
childhood bedrooms now than at any other 
time in the past 30 years, studies show. Nearly 
one-‐quarter of those ages 20 to 34 were living 
at home between 2007 and 2009, up from 17 
percent in 1980, according to a study released 
this month by Zhenchao Qian of Ohio State 
University. The rate is closer to one-‐third for 
25-‐ to 34-‐year-‐olds, says Kim Parker, the lead 
researcher on another recent survey, "The 
Boomerang Generation."
 But just because more young adults are 
moving in with their parents doesn't mean it's 
a bad thing.
 Andi Cooper, 31, a communications spe-‐
cialist from Ridgeland, Miss. who recently 
moved in with her parents, says people 
shouldn't feel sorry for her. "I'm extremely 
happy," she says. And she's not alone.
 Some 78 percent of those surveyed in the 
Pew study say they're satisfied with their liv-‐
ing arrangements and 77 percent feel upbeat 
about their future finances. "If there's sup-‐
posed to be a stigma attached to living with 
Mom and Dad through one's late 20s or early 
30s, today's boomerang generation didn't get 
that memo," Parker says.
It may also be part of a larger cultural shift: 
People are also getting married later in life 
and flying the coop later, Qian says.
 To be sure, many young adults are living 
with their parents strictly because of job-‐
lessness, low wages or high housing costs. 
About one-‐third of 25-‐ to 34-‐year-‐olds say 
they moved back or never left because of the 
economy, the Pew report found, up from 11 
percent in 1980. But there's a silver lining 
too. Nearly half of these young adults say they 
have paid rent to their parents instead of to 
some anonymous landlord, and 89 percent 
say they have helped with household expens-‐
es, the report found.
 And many college graduates in their 30s 
who still live at home to save money say 
they're glad they avoided buying a home at 
the peak of the market. Cooper says she has 
a lot of friends who bought homes in their 
30s, before 2008 _ and are now unable to 
sell them because they have negative equity. 
Despite having a graduate degree in Wildlife 
Science and a well-‐paid job, she says she never 
even considered buying a house. "I definitely 
feel blessed to have dodged that bullet," she 
says.
 Moving back in with one's parents may 
even make sense for those who can afford a 
place of their own, others say. 
"Living at home promotes sav-‐
ing," says Sheldon Garon, a 
professor of history at Princeton 
University and author of "Beyond 
Our Means: Why America 
Spends While the World Saves." 
He says it could help students 
pay off the $1 trillion they now 
owe in student loans. "There has 
been a staggering increase in stu-‐
dent debt in the last few years," 
Garon says. "It may make a lot of 
sense for young people to trim 
their costs."
 On a personal note, college 
graduates also reap the benefits 
of having two mature room-‐
mates who can give them valu-‐
able advice about planning their 
future. Qian says this is a critical 
time for many young people. 
Case in point: Jennifer Marcus, 
26, a public-‐relations executive and television 
blogger, works in New York and moved back 
to her childhood home in New Jersey last 
September. "They gave me emotional support 
after a really tough breakup," she says. "I also 
switched jobs this year and my parents were 
monumental in helping me with that deci-‐
sion."
 There is no doubt 
about it: the economy 
is the number-one issue 
in the 2012 Presidential 
Election. Every American 
was impacted by the 
Great Recession, and 
voters are looking for the 
candidate best able to 
lead the nation toward a 
bright economic future. 
Political preference is 
always based on per-
sonal values and opinions, but from my perspective, 
President Obama presents a compelling case. 
 When Barack Obama took office, the economy 
was in a freefall; the financial crash resulted in mil-
lions losing their jobs, homes and savings — creating 
an unimaginable catastrophe. Immediately, Obama 
worked with Congress to pass the unprecedented 
recovery act that was critical in preventing a depres-
sion. He created the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau and legislation to ensure that reckless busi-
ness practices that led to the 2008 crash won’t 
endanger the economy. The U.S. has since seen 30 
consecutive months of job growth, 4.5 million new 
jobs and a stock market that has doubled.
 While these statistics are impressive, we are not 
yet where we want to be. Our ability to create 
a better economy rests in several key principles. 
Investment in America is necessary. This doesn’t 
mean additional tax breaks just for corporations 
or high income earners, but support for everyone 
working to build the economy up. The key to pros-
 Gas prices are up, 
home prices are down, 
the dollar continues to 
lose value, our credit rat-
ing has been cut, unem-
ployment sits at 8.1 per-
cent, our national debt 
has surpassed the $16 
trillion mark and house-
hold income is way 
down. The economic 
and fiscal situation of 
our nation today is dis-
mal and has not been improving over the last three 
and a half years.
 I believe it’s time for a change of direction and 
leadership in our country. Gov. Mitt Romney is the 
candidate best equipped to handle the economic 
and fiscal woes that we face. He is a proven leader, 
serving as the Governor of Massachusetts, presi-
dent and CEO of the Salt Lake City Organizing 
Committee for the 2002 Winter Olympic Games, 
and president and CEO of Bain Capital, a private 
equity firm. He is also highly educated, receiving a 
joint juris doctor and master of business adminis-
tration degree from Harvard University.
 Gov. Romney is the man we need to initiate 
a turnaround for our dismal economy. He is a 
turnaround genius. His job at Bain Capital was 
investing in new or failing businesses to turn them 
around and make them profitable. He had a hand 
in the success of companies like Dominos Pizza, 
Staples and Sports Authority. He turned scandal 
and deficit into success and surplus at the 2002 
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 Today is the 11th anniversary of 9/11, the 
day our nation witnessed a national tragedy 
that initially led to unity but has since caused 
political and social conflicts. It’s important to 
keep the infamous event in our memory and 
in our minds as we move forward — not as a 
symbol of us-against-them mentality, but as 
a symbol of both national and international 
cooperation.




not seen in a long 
time. Social barriers fell overnight. Patriotic 
songs dominated the airwaves. People emp-
tied their wallets to assist in the rescue 
efforts at ground zero. We, at least tempo-
rarily, ceased to be poor Americans and 
rich Americans, white Americans and black 
Americans, Christian Americans and atheist 
Americans — we were all simply Americans.   
In the 11 years since the attacks, we have part-
ed from that temporarily united nation and 
evolved into a more divided group of people. 
Often it seems one must pick a specific 
political extreme over another. 9/11 in par-
ticular became a very polarized issue. Those 
who wanted to use the event as a sign that 
America needed to approach international 
politics with an olive branch in hand were 
labeled as un-American traitors. Those who 
sought the use of increased military use to 
curb future acts of terrorism became right-
wing nut jobs.
 The building of an Islamic cultural center 
a few blocks from ground zero showed 
just how deeply this divide has permeated 
into American society. Many threw the First 
Amendment’s establishment clause aside, 
saying the free expression of Muslim religion 
near the site was disrespectful because the 
attackers happened to be of that faith. The 
protests over the center showed something 
very frightening about 9/11: years after the 
fact, we were still letting fear and disunity 
guide our political views. The terrorists’ goal 
— to strike fear into the hearts of the American 
populace in a way that curbs our most basic 
of freedoms — had in some way succeeded.
 We can’t let them succeed.
 9/11 is now more than decade old. From 
the ashes, a new World Trade Center rises 
on the island of Manhattan. America has 
moved on and rebuilt, yet we are constantly 
reminded to “never forget.” 
 And we should never forget. We should 
never forget the months after the towers fell, 
when we stood united in the face of adversity 
as Americans. No matter the color of our 
skin, the differences in our socio-economic 
status or what church we sit in on Sunday, we 
are all Americans, and we are all human.
 We all share this country and this watery 
rock we call Earth — let’s try to get along.





 I have lived in Aggie 
Village now for four years. 
I will qualify that I am not 
a football fan, and during 
my time in the Village — 
a building very near the 
stadium, I might add — I 
have simply learned to 
tolerate the noise, conges-
tion, and inconvenience 
that accompanies Aggie 
games. However, one thing 
I am losing patience for is 
the mess that is left in the 
wake of these “big” games. 
Following our defeat of 
the Utes on Friday night, 
the east stadium parking 
lot (as well as other areas) 
was left in a dismal state 
— beer cans, soda bottles, 
fast food bags, cigarette 
cartons, and various other 
types of garbage were 
strewn about the lot and 
grounds adjacent to the 
stadium. A couple of us 
“Village People” came out 
to clean up a bit, and I got 
to thinking while I gathered 
up other people’s refuse. 
Perhaps the blame can be 
left on the Ute fans; per-
haps it is the sheer quantity 
of people that this game 
attracted. The cause and 
blame are not really my 
interest and not the impe-
tus inspiring my words to 
you. Two things specifi-
cally occurred to me: one, 
why aren’t more Aggies 
concerned with the disre-
gard shown our stadium 
and campus such that this 
mess wasn’t taken care of 
by a small army of volun-
teers on Saturday morn-
ing? Perhaps, like me, most 
Aggies work Saturdays and 
were unable to volunteer 
that day. This is a reason-
able excuse, but highly 
unlikely. Secondly, a won-
derment: when we are on 
the road and we are guests 
in someone else’s home, 
do we represent ourselves 
and our quality better than 
to leave our host’s school 
grounds in a similarly sorry 
state as ours was left fol-
lowing the Ute game? I 
am a proud Aggie and I 
love my school, but today 
I am terribly disappointed 
in the lack of pride shown 
by my fellow Aggies and 
the utter complacency 
and disregard shown for 
our property and home 
by a visiting school and by 
our own students. I hope 
that we as students and 
Aggie fans can remem-
ber that, regardless of the 
occasion or location, these 
schools and properties are 
people’s homes and back-
yards, too. Let’s do a better 
job of showing our pride 
as Aggies and quality as 
friends and neighbors, and 
treat their homes better 
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Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City. He 
aided in turning a multimillion-dollar 
budget deficit in Massachusetts into 
a multimillion-dollar surplus. Based 
on his results in nearly every major 
endeavor he has undertaken, I have a 
lot of hope he will be able to do the 
same thing for our country.
 When it comes to cutting waste, 
increasing efficiency and balancing 
budgets, there couldn’t be a bet-
ter choice for our nation than Gov. 
Romney. He has proposed a five-
point plan of action he will pursue if 
elected:
 1. Energy Independence — He will 
work to increase access to domestic 
energy resources, streamline permit-
ting for exploration and develop-
ment, eliminate regulations choking 
the coal industry and approve the 
Keystone XL pipeline. 
 2. The Skills to Succeed — He will 
work to give every family access to 
a quality school and will work to see 
that higher education becomes more 
affordable.
 3. Trade That Works for America — 
He will strive to open new markets 
for American goods and services, will 
strive to create stronger economic 
ties with Latin America and will work 
to level the playing field of trade 
between the U.S. and China.
 4. Cut the Deficit — He will imme-
diately reduce non-security discre-
tionary spending by 5 percent, cap 
federal spending at 20 percent of 
our nation’s gross domestic product, 
streamline federal agencies and align 
the pay of federal workers with that 
of their private sector counterparts. 
 5. Champion Small Business — He 
will work to reduce taxes on job cre-
ation through tax reform and curb 
the increases in regulation on small 
businesses.
 Americans have a huge choice 
to make on Nov. 6. I choose Gov. 
Romney, who will you choose?
– Casey Saxton, a sophomore major-
ing in business administration, is 
the president of the USU College 
Republicans. He can be reached at 
caseysaxton@hotmail.com.
perity is a strong middle class. They are 
the consumers who put their time and 
money back into American markets. 
During his tenure President Obama has 
cut taxes for every working American 
and provided tax cuts for small busi-
nesses 18 times, seeing this as the back-
bone of economic success. Further, 
as Julian Castro recently stated, “you 
can’t be pro-business without being 
pro-education” which is why Obama 
has promoted job training programs, 
Pell grants, lower interest rates on stu-
dent loans, and a goal of employing 
100,000 math and science teachers in 
the next decade. He made ending the 
wars overseas a priority so that billions 
of dollars could be spent building our 
own nation.
 While I wish to highlight the strengths 
of the President, Gov. Romney deserves 
credit. There is no doubt that he is 
an exceptional businessman, a position 
rightly celebrated in America. However, 
the principles of running a private equity 
firm differ greatly from the demands of 
a national economy. The most success-
ful businessman president was Herbert 
Hoover, who led us into the Great 
Depression. Unlike a corporation, the 
United States is not an instrument of 
profit, and when a portion of society 
doesn’t seem cost-effective, it can’t be 
fired or sold off. In 2008 when the auto 
industry was on life support, Romney 
famously wrote an article entitled “Let 
Detroit Go Bankrupt.”  The President 
didn’t share this view and fought fierce-
ly to save the vulnerable companies, 
resulting in more than a million jobs and 
a thriving industry. 
 Ultimately, we have a choice: each 
voter can weigh the importance of 
investing in the middle class, broaden-
ing education, and creating opportunity 
for all Americans in our shared path 
toward economic prosperity. For me, 
the choice seems clear.
– Mike McPhie is a senior from Toole, 
Utah, majoring in law and constitutional 
studies. During the spring semester, he 
interned in Washington, D.C. Send him 
comments at mike.mcphie@aggiemail.
usu.edu.
LEFT: Obama boosts education
From page 8                                                      
RIGHT: Romney promotes efficiency






 A free workshop is being hosted for 
those who are dealing with an unexpect-‐
ed loss due to death, divorce or separa-‐
tion. The workshop is Sept. 11 from 11:30 
a.m.-‐12:30 p.m.
 The Western American Literature 
Association are holding a book sale on 
Sept. 12. All paperback books are $0.50 
and all hard backs are $1.They range 
from fiction to poetry, history to art and 
many more. The sale will be on the SW 
Quadrant of the Quad.
 The USU Extension Office in Cache 
County will present the Smart Money 
Moves financial management series on 
Sept. 13, 20 and 27 in the Cache County 
Administration Building Multipurpose 
Room at 179 N Main, Logan. The cost 
of the series is $20.00 per person or 
$30.00 per couple.  Contact the Utah IDA 
Network at 877-‐787-‐0727 or uidan.org 
for more information about the matched-‐
savings program.  Contact USU Extension 
at adrie.roberts@usu.edu for more infor-‐
mation about the Smart Money Moves 
Series.   
 Fun, Fit, Forever does group fitness 
classes in the HPER. The classes offered 
are Zumba, Yoga, Power Sculpt, Turbo 
Kick, Water Aerobics, Spinning, and 
Kickboxing. It’s $30 for the semester and 
you can go to any class anytime.  We are 
doing a free week next week for people to 
try out the classes before they pay.  If you 
want to check out the class schedules go to 
fff.usu.edu.
 There will be a Study Abroad Fair 
in the TSC International Lounge from 
10 a.m.-‐ 2 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 12. 
Come meet the USU Summer & Short-‐
Term program leaders and learn how to 
study abroad.
 The Logan Fine Art Gallery opened a 
show for Dick Broun’s Photography. It 
will run through the end of September. 
The gallery is located at 60 W 100 North, 
Logan. The gallery is open Monday 
through Saturday from 10 a.m.-‐6 p.m. 
 The Logan Fine Art Gallery is host-‐
ing its 2nd Annual Fall Salon. The salon 
starts Oct. 5 and will go through the 
 9/11 Memorial sponsored by the College 
Republicans, TSC Patio, all day
 Landscapes and Lace, Nora Eccles Harrison 
Museum of Art
 Adventures in the West, Nora Eccles Harrison 
Museum of Art, 10-‐5 p.m.
 Good Neighbors, Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of 
Art, 10-‐5 p.m.
 Business Week: Huntsman Cancer Institute Service 
Project, BUS, Library, TSC, LDS Institute, 9-‐3 p.m.
 Business Week: E Club Kickoff Meeting, ENG 103, 
6:30 p.m.
 Women’s Soccer vs. Washington, 4 p.m.
 Landscapes and Lace, Nora Eccles Harrison 
Museum of Art
 Adventures in the West, Nora Eccles Harrison 
Museum of Art, 10-‐5 p.m.
 Good Neighbors, Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of 
Art, 10-‐5 p.m.
 Business Week: Professional Photographs, BUS 
Lobby, 10-‐2 p.m.
 Landscapes and Lace, Nora Eccles Harrison 
Museum of Art
 Adventures in the West, Nora Eccles Harrison 
Museum of Art, 10-‐5 p.m.
 Good Neighbors, Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of 
Art, 10-‐5 p.m.
 Landscapes and Lace, Nora Eccles Harrison 
Museum of Art
 Adventures in the West, Nora Eccles Harrison 
Museum of Art, 10-‐5 p.m.
 Good Neighbors, Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of 
Art, 10-‐5 p.m.
 Business Week: Free Donuts, BUS 10 a.m.
 Business Week: Common Hour Speaker Spencer 
West, TSC Ballroom, 11:30 a.m.
 Business Week: Institute of Management 
Accountants Opening Social, BUS Lobby, 5 p.m.
 Business Week: Finance and Economics Club 
Opening Social, BUS 214, 6 p.m
end of Dec. and is open to the public Mon.-‐
Sat. from 10-‐6 p.m. They will be closed 
on Sundays. Come to the opening night as 
prizes will be awarded.
 There will be a Hear We Glow 5K Sept. 
21. Registration is now open and is $25 
per person. The race will start between 
the HPER and Nora Eccles Jones Education 
Building. For more information go to run-‐
4hearing.com/Logan.
 Cafe Ibis is hosting a series of perform-‐
ers. Allie Harris will be performing Sept. 
14 from 4:45-‐6:45 p.m. Singer/songwriter 
Katie Jo will perform Sept. 16 from 12-‐2 p.m. 
Alternative Rock singer Tim Pearce will per-‐
form Sept. 21 from 4:45-‐6:45 p.m. The sister 
duo band Falk will perform Sept. 23 from 
12-‐2 p.m. Face Punch and Friends will debut 
Sept. 28 from 4:45-‐6:45 p.m. American 
singer/songwriter Josh Johnson will perform 
Sept. 30 from 12-‐2 p.m.
Argyle Sweater  Universal 
www.utahstatesman.com
More Calendar and FYI 
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and Comics at 
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Today is Tuesday, 
Sept. 11, 2012. 
Today’s issue of The 
Utah Statesman is 
published especially 
for Keeton Alder, 




High: 79° Low: 42°
Skies: Sunshine mixed with a 
few clouds. A stray afternoon 
thunderstorm is possible.
Humidity: 44 percent
Today in History: At 8:45 a.m. 
on a clear Tuesday morning, 
an American Airlines Boeing 
767 loaded with 20,000 gal-‐
lons of jet fuel crashed into 
the north tower of the World 
Trade Center in New York 
City. The impact left a gap-‐
ing, burning hole near the 
80th floor of the 110-‐story 
skyscraper, instantly killing 
hundreds of people and trap-‐
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535 E. 1400 N.
(Next to Lee’s Marketplace)
of equal or lesser value.
Buy one reg. 6-inch sub & 
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 Due to a production error, the 
foillowing department profile 
was excluded from the “A-Plus! 
Magazine” supplement published 
earlier this semester. Please reveiw 
the following material and note 
that the Fall Study Abroad Fair is 
Wednesday, 10-2, in the TSC. 
 Find your destination…
 Make an international journey part 
of your academic career at Utah State. 
Through USU study abroad programs, 
you can find just the right program 
best suited for you to earn academic 
credit, study in English, learn a lan-
guage, and experience life in another 
country. Not only can you earn credit 
toward a USU degree, but you will 
stand out in the crowd as future 
employers also recognize the value of 
such an international experience.
 USU Study Abroad programs offer 
you the possibility to study abroad in 
over 45 countries and at more than 
140 universities worldwide. The USU 
Office of Study Abroad, located in the 
Military Science Building Room 118, 
provides information on a wide range 
of programs for a semester, academic 
year, or summer experience. These 
life-changing opportunities give you 
a new perspective on an academic 
career, friends from all over the 
world, and memories that will last a 
lifetime. 
 Study abroad is affordable…
 With the many USU semester 
exchange programs through the 
International Student Exchange 
Programs (ISEP) or individual part-
ner institutions, you pay program 
fees based on USU tuition/fees, or 
USU tuition/fees, room and food 
costs. International students study-
ing at these institutions abroad, pay 
expenses at their own universities for 
the opportunity to change places with 
you. 
 Most USU financial aid and scholar-
ships can be applied to the cost of a 
study abroad program. In addition, 
there are some excellent national 
scholarship awards that may help you 
finance your study abroad experi-




 At USU, faculty-led programs 
continue to grow in popularity and 
diversity. You have your choice of 
numerous short-term or summer 
program options in a variety of inter-
esting international locations. Each 
year programs may vary, but possible 
locations include far-reaching destina-
tions throughout the world. Go with 
a USU professor to study art/ design, 
humanities, photography and more 
in Europe; business in Asia, Europe, 
or Latin America; and learn one of 7 
languages-Arabic, Chinese, French, 
German, Japanese, Portuguese or 
Spanish in various locations, just to 
name a few of the many possibilities. 
Each year many new programs pro-
vide exciting options to earn credits 
while living abroad. Picture yourself 
in the historic center of Freiburg, 
Germany, the sun-kissed city of Rio 
de Janeiro, Brazil, in Xi’an, China, 
home to the Terra Cotta warriors, or 
studying French in a village beside a 
mountain lake in the French Alps. 
 Language opportunities 
abound….
 You may fine-tune your language 
skills, or study regular coursework 
taught in Spanish through semester 
study in Argentina, Chile, Spain, or 
Mexico. You might also consider class-
es taught in Chinese, French, German, 
Japanese, Korean, Portuguese or 
Russian for a semester, an academic 
year, or short-term. If you choose to 
study another language while abroad, 
there is no better way to learn or 
enhance language skills, than by liv-
ing with a host family, and immersing 
yourself in the language and culture 
of the country. 
 Try Asia…..
 Study in Asia, with little or no for-
eign language background. With 
over 10 institutions in Japan, choose 
options for Japanese language study 
at all levels, combined with classes in 
business, science, engineering, art, or 
humanities, taught in English. A new 
farm practices semester in Japan puts 
you near Tokyo and comes with addi-
tional financial assistance to cover 
costs for your living expenses. Visit 
Thailand, or our excellent new part-
ners in Korea, for a semester of study. 
Take a language course or concen-
trate on business courses, Asian 
studies, fine arts, or humanities in 
English.  The choices are many. Teach 
English in Korea during a semester of 
study and receive compensation for 
the effort. Also take advantage of the 
many semester scholarship possibili-
ties specifically for study in Asia. 
 Study in English…..
 Many locations offer semester pro-
grams of study taught in English. You 
may, for example, study international 
business, engineering, history, psy-
chology, sociology, biology, or scores 
of other subjects. Always popular 
are partner institutions in the United 
Kingdom, Australia, or Canada, but 
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Study Aboard: Join students in this life-changing experience
Ben Wilkey with Korean students and friends.
many other locations such as Austria, 
Botswana, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, 
Denmark, Finland, Ghana, India, 
Korea, The Netherlands, Sweden, 
and new universities in Indonesia, 
Morocco, Philippines and Vietnam 
offer courses taught in English in 
such diverse subjects as American 
studies, business, biology, cultural 
studies, international studies, litera-
ture, the sciences, and more.
 Jon M. Huntsman School of 
Business Programs…..
 There are several international 
institution partners that provide 
semester study solely for USU busi-
ness students to earn credit toward 
their degree. The Jon M. Huntsman 
School of Business is rapidly increas-
ing its offerings abroad with summer 
programs including service learn-
ing options, the Huntsman Scholar 
Program, MBA short-term programs, 
and internships that are all new and 
exciting ways to internationalize a 
business degree here at USU. These 
programs currently include travel to 
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, India, 
Japan, Peru, Russia, South Korea, 
Turkey, and Vietnam. Look soon for 
other new locations in Asia, Africa 
and Europe.
 Affiliate programs….
 Programs with affiliated provid-
ers such as Council for International 
Education, GlobaLinks, International 
Studies Abroad, School for 
International Training, and Study 
Abroad Italy, expand opportunities to 
study everything from photography 
in Paris, Tuscan cooking in Italy, and 
middle-eastern studies in Jordan, 
to environmental science in New 
Zealand, and the list goes on. These 
excellent providers offer coursework 
in English at many fine institutions 
abroad, as well as provide opportuni-
ties to gain second language facility, 
internship credit and service learning 
experiences.
 What will you do….
 Find USU students in all sorts of 
countries doing all sorts of amaz-
ing things. You could be counting 
dolphins in Australia, doing environ-
mental research in a national park 
in Botswana, seeing monkeys in 
Morocco, or helping local small busi-
nesses in Uganda. The possibilities of 
complementing your academic expe-
rience internationally are endless! 
 “One of my goals in attending Utah 
State University was to study abroad,” 
says Ben Wilkey, USU returning study 
abroad student. “I have always had 
an interest in people of diverse cul-
tures and backgrounds. I found a 
university that seemed like a perfect 
fit, because it was affordable and it 
offered classes that would count for 
my major. I received a scholarship 
from the Korean government to teach 
English at a local elementary school 
and it paid for my roundtrip airfare, a 
monthly salary, and housing costs in 
exchange for teaching English each 
week. It was amazing!! The best way 
I can sum up my experience is to say 
that I was supposed to be there for 
one semester, but I ended up stay-
ing for a year and a half. Now I have 
a network of friends from all over 
the world and rich experiences that 
will last a lifetime. Studying Abroad 
changed my life! Take the opportunity 
to visit the Study Abroad Office and 
explore your options. I promise that 
you will not regret it and hopefully 
next semester you will find yourself 
living your dreams on the other side 
of the world.”  
 Come and see us…..
 If you are looking for a new way to 
obtain academic credit, enhance your 
resume, and gain some international 
experience, why not contact us? Visit 
the Office of Study Abroad in Military 
Science Room 118, call us at 797-0601, 
or email studyabroad@usu.edu.
 Check out our web site at http://
www.usu.edu/studyabroad. Friend us 
on Facebook at http://www.facebook.
com/USUStudyAbroad
 And find us at the Study Abroad 
Fair….
 Wednesday, September 12th is the 
annual Fall Study Abroad Fair from 
10-2 in the TSC International Lounge. 
Find out about new programs and 
destinations, scholarship opportuni-
ties, internships, English teaching pos-
sibilities, and all you need to know as 
you plan your adventure abroad.
 Explore the world of USU Study 
Abroad. What will your adventure be?
BY NOAH FELDMAN
(c) 2012, Bloomberg News.
 Does the cutting of a religious man’s 
beard remind you of Nazi persecution?
  If so, you may be pleased that the U.S. 
government is trying 16 men and women 
for the “hate crime” of forcibly shearing the 
beards and hair of Amish believers.
  But there’s a twist: Those on trial are 
not haters of the Amish. They are Amish 
themselves -‐ members of a dissident group 
that has broken away from the larger Amish 
community near Bergholz, Ohio.
  These nasty assaults, which occurred 
over several weeks last fall, deserve to be 
punished. (Traditionally, Amish men stop 
shaving their beards after they marry as a 
symbol of religious devotion.) But charging 
the defendants with a federal hate crime is 
misconceived, a potentially harmful exten-‐
sion of the original hate-‐crimes law that 
was already drastically expanded in 2009. If 
the Amish beard cutters are convicted and 
their convictions are upheld, it will mark a 
defeat for religious and civil liberty, not a 
victory for equality.
  When the federal hate-‐crimes law was 
first passed as part of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1968, it had a very specific purpose. It 
protected blacks from racist violence that 
was aimed at preventing them from voting, 
going to school or taking advantage of other 
state-‐provided activities to which they had 
gained equal access through the civil rights 
movement. The statute did not simply pro-‐
hibit violence based on hate. It punished 
violence based on race, religion or national 
origin that was intended to interfere with 
federally sponsored activities.
  In 2009, Congress passed the Matthew 
Shepard and James Byrd Jr. Hate Crimes 
Prevention Act. The law extended protec-‐
tion to violent hate crimes motivated by a 
victim’s actual or perceived sexual orienta-‐
tion, gender or gender identity. Including 
anti-‐ gay crimes was logical enough, but 
Congress did not stop there. It also dropped 
the requirement that the violence be aimed 
at interfering with a federally sponsored 
act. It became a purer hate-‐crimes law, 
aimed simply at violence motivated by bias.
  This change, though little noticed, was a 
significant philosophical shift in the law’s 
purpose. It’s one thing to believe that rac-‐
ists shouldn’t be able to intimidate people 
trying to vote. It’s another to believe that 
two identical acts of violence should be 
punished differently because of the racist 
beliefs of one perpetrator. This view goes 
beyond practical enforcement of equality 
-‐ it amounts to a moral condemnation of 
bias-‐hatred as especially heinous.
  To some critics, this moral view smacks 
of mind control. Surely, they say, we should 
punish the act and not the thought.
  Yet in truth we constantly judge a defen-‐
dant’s state of mind, not to mention what 
the common law so poetically called his 
“depraved heart.” The whole theory of 
criminal law as we know it depends on 
condemning the same physical act with the 
same consequences differently, based on 
our belief that, say, malice aforethought is 
much worse than a spontaneous outburst.
  So is an attack based on racist hate worse 
than the same attack based on greed or 
individual contempt? Under some circum-‐
stances, the answer is yes. The physical 
harm may be the same, but there is an extra 
harm in being attacked for who you are (or 
who you are imagined to be). Our collective 
commitment to equality and dignity needs 
to be vindicated when someone is singled 
out for violence on such a basis. As a soci-‐
ety, we ought to condemn hatred-‐based vio-‐
lence -‐ and a hate-‐crimes law is one effective 
way to do so.
  The catch is that, having expanded hate-‐
crimes laws, we need to be careful not to 
extend them to heinous conduct that isn’t a 
hate crime in the classic sense of the term. 
The killing of six Sikhs in their Wisconsin 
temple on Aug. 5 seems to be an archetypal 
hate crime in that the gunman targeted 
the victims because of what he believed 
to be their religion (even if he mistakenly 
believed the Sikhs were Muslims).
  Amish believers attacking others to make 
a point about the nature of their shared reli-‐
gion is trickier to classify. In literal terms, 
this may be an act committed “because of” 
the victims’ religion. And it should in prin-‐
ciple be just as bad for an Amish person to 
demean violently one of his co-‐religionists 
as for a non-‐Amish person to do so.
Amish beard-‐cutting is horrid 
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Bliss  MCT Features Tyson Cole
Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle 
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis









15 Deli counter unit
16 What actors have
to learn
17 Barcelona gold
18 Kin of “Skoal!”
19 Like much pub
ale
20 “Yes, indeed”





















48 It replaced the
punt in Ireland
49 Shade trees










63 Brain scan, for
short
64 “Stuck __”: Elvis
hit
65 Funeral song
66 Brief titles for the

























21 “Didn’t mean to
do that”
22 Like a banned
book, perhaps












39 Bit of arena
support
42 In olden days
44 Skipper’s area
46 Morally base
47 Wine and dine
50 Measured (out)
51 Look of derision
52 Rivers of comedy
53 “Just doing my
job”
54 User of the Force
55 Over, in Hanover
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2297 North Main, Logan 
753-6444
For Friday Aug 30 — Sept. 6
Phone for Thursday eve shows
Open Sun-Fri at 3:45  |  Saturday open 11:30 for 
123345677890poiuy
Large 2-topping Pizza 
Del very or C rryo t!
$5.99
2012 Domino’s Pizza, LLC. 
Limited delivery areas. Logan 
area only. Customer pays 
applicable sales taxes. 




753-8770 for service to USU Campus and North of 400 N
Store Location: 1153 N. Main Street
752-8900 for service south of 200 N. plus the i land area
Store Location: 981 S. M in Street
Order Online at www.domino .c m
Just 5 minutes north!
Find us. Open at 4:30 Daily.           
Argyle Sweater  Universal 
Fast Stats
So while the fans are savoring the 
biggest win in recent history, the 
players are looking hungry for 
more. Keeton added that while 
the win over the Utes was a big 
one, it was not the signature win 
that the Aggies are looking for. 
That win, Keeton said, would be 
a bowl win.
 The game against Utah taught 
the country a lot about this year’s 
squad and the status and up-‐
rising direction of the program. 
The excitement and energy in the 
locker room and press conference 
after the game was electric, to the 
point that Andersen was tempo-‐
rarily left at a loss for words.
 No longer is Utah State a team 
to overlook, a team to take for 
granted. The Aggies are up-‐and-‐
coming, establishing themselves 
as a force. 
 For example, the USU defense 
held a Utah squad that scored 
41 points the week before to just 
three in the first half Friday. 
And when the game got tight 
and Utah had a chance to take 
the lead, the defense stiffened to 
deny the Utes, who never held a 
lead for the entire game.
 “Last year we really didn’t 
have an identity. We had great 
linebackers, but as a defense 
we didn’t have an identity,” 
said senior linebacker Bojay 
Filimoeatu. “This year, our d-‐line 
is there, our cornerbacks are 
playing well, and our linebacker 
corps is probably the heart of our 
defense. This year we do have 
an identity, we want to take that 
f ield and each and every indi-‐
vidual is prepared.”
 Perhaps the biggest thing 
about the game, however, was the 
perseverance and determination 
the Aggies showed. After drop-‐
ping four games last season by 
a touchdown or less in the final 
quarter, this youthful squad per-‐
severed and did not self-‐destruct 
the way they did last season.
 Andersen was pleased with 
how far the players have come in 
the nine months since the bowl 
loss to Ohio. 
 “I was excited the way that they 
continued to play,” Andersen 
said. “Adversity kind of struck, 
and it struck two or three times, 
and we knew it would tonight. 
The way the kids hung in there 
and executed, it went back and 
forth.”
 But while the Aggies received 
their f irst Associated Press poll 
vote since 1966 for the win, the 
game more significantly served 
as the defibrillator for jump 
starting the oldest rivalry in the 
state.
 After 15-‐plus years of one-‐
sided contests, the Aggies showed 
that they have reached the next 
level and are ready to compete 
with the Utes and the Cougars 
for the title of best team in the 
state. The “little brother” is past 
puberty and done getting picked 
on.
 “We talked four years ago 
about trying to make these games 
be rivalries and they were a long 
ways away and it was important 
to the kids,” Andersen said. “For 
us honestly to be able to step up 
and say that the BYU football 
game and Utah State, and the 
University of Utah and Utah State 
football games are rivalries... 
























 runs into 
the end zone for the game-winning touchdown in overtime against Utah 
on Friday night. The 27-20 win is the first Aggie victory over the Utes 
since 1997. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
Upset Utah State gets final word against big brother Utah
From page 1                           
 rams into Utah quarterback 
Jordan Wynn, who finished with six completions on 11 attempts for 47 
yards. Wynn was sacked three times before the hit shown above took 
him out of the game with a season-ending shoulder injury to his left and 
non-throwing arm. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
Vigil blocked a punt
Christensen recovered 
down
 I didn’t 
take as much 




dict ion as 
I thought I 
would. The 
opposite is 




 So uh, my bad for picking Utah to win. 
I’d do it again, and I’d be elated with sur-
prise again. 
 But how awesome was the game 
Friday night? I could barely contain 
myself in the press box where cheering 
is expressly forbidden. 
 I’m from Salt Lake and was taught to 
hate the University of Utah. I mean, I’ve 
grown up a lot since then, believe it or 
not, and I realize the U of U isn’t nearly 
as dislikeable as other universities I won’t 
name in this column. 
 Anyway, here are ten things I saw in 
the Utah game. 
 1. The offensive line will never get 
enough credit for this one. Every word 
anyone has written this year about the 
tremendous quality Utah’s defense has 
is absolutely true. That being said, the 
Aggie line paved the way for 380 yards 
of total offense and 20 points. Bringing 
us to... 
 2. Chuckie Keeton is the best quarter





See STUCKI, Page 15
Food and FUN after the BIG GAME!
Join your friends for 







Bring your ticket stub 
or Student ID on 
Thursday night for 
Bring your ticket stub or 
Student ID on Thursday, 
Sept. 30 for 
10%  OFF!
10%  OFF!
Student specials $10.00-‐9 holes, 
$180.00-‐20 round punch pass, 
Mondays and Thursdays buy two 
greens fees at the student rate and 
get you cart for free. Offer end 
Sept 27.
 
Make the offer good from 1:00 to 
4;00 on Mon and Thurs

















Thursdays buy two 
greens fees at the 
student rate and 
get your cart   
        for free. Offers 
end Sept 27. Offer 
good 1-4 p.m. 
on Mondays and 
Thursdays
Mondays and 
Thursdays buy two 
greens fees at the 
student rate and get 
your cart   
        for free. Offers 
end Sept 27. 
Offer good 1-4 p.m. 
on Mondays and 
Thursdays
Certified Quality.
When You Need it Done 
RIGHT!
.... and Right Now.
When You Need it Done 
RIGHT!







Don’t Worry. We’re BIG 
enough to handle your job.
nProfessional Quality 




 Over the weekend the 
Utah State women’s soccer 
team traveled to Hillsboro, 
Ore. to compete in the 
Viking Classic hosted by 
Portland State University. 
 The Aggies played two 
while competing in the 
Viking Classic. USU came 
away with a 1-‐0 win on 
Friday night over Eastern 
Washington and on Sunday 
afternoon played Portland 
State to a 0-‐0 tie in double 
overtime. 
 “Overall this was a good 
weekend for us, I think we 
are getting better,” said 
USU head coach Heather 
Cairns. “I think we are in 
a period of growth and 
I was really happy with 
both games this weekend 
because both games we 
got better. Thats what it’s 
about, it’s about getting 
better throughout the sea-‐
son to peak during confer-‐
ence.”
 The Aggies dominated 
the game against the 
Eastern Washington Eagles 
on Friday night but had 
only one goal to show for it. 
It took until the final five 
minutes of regulation for 
USU to take the lead. In the 
85th minute, sophomore 
forward Jade Tarver found 
the back of the net on a 
pass from Mari Miyashiro. 
 The Aggies outshot the 
Eagles 17-‐9 and 5-‐2 on cor-‐
ner kicks. Keeper Ashley 
Mulford finished the game 
with six saves and a shutout 
victory. 
 The Aggies went into 
Sunday’s game against the 
Portland State Vikings 
looking for their third con-‐
secutive win of the season, 
but instead played to a 0-‐0 
draw in their fourth over-‐
time of the season. 
 The Vikings came out 
strong in the first half with 
four shots in four minutes. 
They outshot the Aggies 
8-‐2 in the half. 
 “Ashlyn (Mulford) came 
up big today,” Cairns said. 
“In the first 15-‐20 minutes 
they pounded us a little 
bit and she was rock solid 
today.”
 In the second half USU 
pummeled the PSU goal 
with 10 shots but couldn’t 
find the back of the net 
after 90 minutes of play. 
 “We lacked some polish 
in the final third today,” 
Cairns said. “We created 
a lot of corner kicks and 
crosses but weren’t able to 
capitalize on that. So today 
it was about finishing.” 
 Both teams played well 
in the overtime. USU had 
four shots on goal and PSU 
had three. 
 Mulford had a huge 
diving save to her left in 
the first overtime when a 
Portland State player broke 
through the Aggie defense 
and had a one-‐on-‐one with 
the Aggie goalkeeper. For 
the second consecutive 
game, Mulford finished 
with a shutout.
 Mulford won Defensive 
Most Valuable Player hon-‐
ors for her two shutouts in 
the Viking Classic. Three 
other Aggies earned all-‐
tournament honors in Jade 
Tarver, Maris Hamblin and 
Kendra Pemberton.
 The Aggies return home 
for a match against the 
Pac-‐12’s Washington on 




 There’s no place like home.
 The famous catch phrase rang true for the Utah 
State volleyball team after a weekend trip to Kansas 
for the Kansas State Invitational. The Aggies 
dropped two straight matches over the weekend for a 
third place finish behind St. Mary’s and 22nd-‐ranked 
Kansas State.
 
Saint Mary’s 3, Utah State 0
(17-‐25, 22-‐25, 23-‐25)
 Against the Gaels, senior outside hitter Shay 
Sorensen finished with a team-‐high 12 kills, but the 
Aggies struggled defensively. Jordan Shaw led SMU 
with a game-‐high 15 kills and the Gaels hit .531 en 
route to a 25-‐17 win in the first set.
 After averagi g 13 blocks per match through their 
f irst six matches, the Aggies managed nine blocks 
against the Gaels and were outhit .281 to .192 for the 
match. Utah State also committed five service errors 
in the straight-‐set loss.
 
No. 22 Kansas State 3, Utah State 0
(22-‐25, 23-‐25, 18-‐25)





FRESHMAN OPPOSIDE SIDE HITTER ELLE BRAINARD smashes a ball 
into the Utah block in a match earlier this season. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
SOCCER





See VOLLEY, Page 15
back in the state. He tied 
his career-high from last 
week of 22 completions 
for 216 yards and a pair 
of touchdowns, not 
to mention taking the 
same number of carries 
as halfback Kerwynn 
Williams for only four 
fewer yards. Oh yeah, 
and it was still against 
the best defense in the 
state. 
 3. My thoughts 
played out in slow 
motion as a host of 
Aggies went after that 
punt in the first quar-
ter. At first I thought 
they wouldn’t bring the 
heat, then I doubted 
if they would break 
Utah’s shield. I didn’t 
think anyone would get 
close enough to Sean 
Sellwood to block the 
kick, then I watched the 
whole thing play out 
as Clayton Christensen 
recovered the ball in 
the end zone for the 
first score of the game. 
Finally, the first blocked 
punt for a touchdown 
in a decade and finally 
a positive special teams 
play. 
 4. The other side of 
special teams. Utah 
State could have really 
used those four points 
left off the board from 
the missed point-after 
attempt and 45-yard 
field goal. But hey, if we 
had those, there would 
be no wild overtime fin-
ish. 
 5. There’s a lot of talk 
that Will Davis totally 
interfered with the pass 
on the final knockdown 
of the game. I’m not 
complaining about it or 
arguing either way with 
that or the offensive 
pass interference dur-
ing the drive before, but 
it got pretty sketchy.
 6. Bojay Filimoeatu’s 
defense was not sketchy. 
Easily the game’s MVP 
in my book, he led the 
Aggies with 12 tackles, 
four of which were solo 
and one of which was 
a 12-yard sack. And 
oh yeah, he did all of 
that in front of his fam-
ily, who are a bunch of 
Utah fans. 
 7. The last time the 
Aggies were able to 
storm the field was 
in 2010 on Keeton’s 
recruiting trip. It feels 
good to know it has 
happened against the 
two major rival schools 
I grew up to hate. 
 8. In the words of head 
coach Gary Andersen, 
“It’s very gratifying to 
make it a rivalry again.” 
None of this would be 
possible without the 
guidance of that man, 
who believed in the 
chances of winning at 
Utah State enough to 
put his money where his 
mouth is. Aggies every-
where need a game day 
shirt that reads “In Gary 
We Trust.”
 9. For the first time 
since 1966 Utah State 
has received an AP 
top 25 vote in football. 
That’s huge.
 10. For only the third 
time in the last 23 meet-
ings, the little brother 
finally got the last 
punch in the Battle of 
the Brothers. Hopefully 
Aggie fans won’t have 
to wait another 15 years 
to get the next one. 
– Tavin Stucki is in his 
third year at Utah State, 
majoring in journalism. 
He is an avid Aggie 
fan and has been since 
birth. Follow him on 
Twitter at @stuckiag-
gies and send any com-
ments to tavin.stucki@
aggiemail.usu.edu.
Utah 0 3 10 7 0 – 20
USU 13 0 0 7 7 – 27
First Quarter
 USU – Clayton 
Christensen 0 fumble return 
(Brock Warren kick) 7:59.
 USU – Joe Hill 15 pass 
from Chuckie Keeton 
(Warren kick failed) :03.
Second Quarter
 UTAH – Colem Petersen 
42 f ield goal :00.
Third Quarter
 UTAH – Kenneth Scott 
28 pass from Travis Wilson 
(Petersen kick) 11:34.
 UTAH – Petersen 40 f ield 
goal 4:22.
Fourth Quarter
 USU – Kellen Bartlett 
4 pass from Keeton (Josh 
Thompson kick) 9:10.
 UTAH – Scott 24 pass 
from Jon Hays (Petersen 
kick) 3:19.
Overtime
 USU – Kerwynn Williams 
1 run (Thompson kick).
   
Individual Statistics
 RUSHING – Utah State, K. 
Williams 17-‐95, C. Keeton 
17-‐86. Utah, J. White 27-‐96, 
D. Anderson 2-‐19, J. Hays 
3-‐15, J. Oliver 1-‐3, T. Wilson 
3-‐3, R. Dunn 2-‐(minus 4), J. 
Wynn 3-‐(minus 28).
 PASSING – Utah State, C. 
Keeton 22-‐32-‐2-‐216. Utah, J. 
Hays 12-‐26-‐1-‐154, J. Wynn 
6-‐11-‐0-‐47, T. Wilson 1-‐1-‐1-‐28.
 RECEIVING – Utah State, 
K. Bartlett 8-‐47, T. Reynolds 
3-‐35, M. Austin 2-‐28, C. 
Jacobs 2-‐18, C. Webb 2-‐18, 
B Swindall 2-‐16, T. Van 
Leeuwen 1-‐28, J. Hill 1-‐15, 
R. Marshall 1-‐11. Utah, D. 
Christopher 6-‐56, K. Scott 
3-‐82, J. White 3-‐23, D. Rolf 
2-‐46, L. Matthews 2-‐13, S. 
Fitzgerald 1-‐2, J. Murphy 1-‐2.
 MISSED FIELD GOALS 
– Utah State, B. Warren 45. 
Utah, C. Petersen 52. 
Football
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STUCKI: Football gets win
From page 13                                    
It’svery gratify-





SOPHOMORE QUARTERBACK CHUCKIE KEETON throws a ball during the 
Utah game Friday night. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
 The woes continued 
both offensively and 
defensively for the Aggies 
against the host Wildcats. 
Sophomore outside hitter 
Rachel Orr recorded 10 
kills to lead USU while 
Sorensen and freshman 
Candace Richins had 
eight apiece.
 One bright spot for 
Utah State was serving, 
in which the Aggies f in-‐
ished with seven service 
aces, compared to zero 
for the Wildcats. Both 
teams struggled to hit 
the ball as the teams fin-‐
ished with a combined 39 
attack errors.
 But despite the offen-‐
sive struggles, USU 
kept it close with unde-‐
feated Kansas State. 
The Wildcats used a 
three-‐point run to break 
a 22-‐all tie and take the 
first set, and a two point 
run to take the second set 
after it was tied at 23.
 Utah State fell to 5-‐4 
overall with its third-‐con-‐
secutive loss while The 
Wildcats improved to 9-‐0 
and moved up to No. 19 
in the national rankings.
 The Aggies will contin-‐
ue their four-‐game road 
trip with a visit to the 
University of Texas-‐San 
Antonio on Thursday, 





VOLLEY: Lost six sets at Kansas State Invitational
From page 14                              
 
Man enough to cry
Aggies every-
where need a 
game day shirt 





SENIOR LINEBACKER BOJAY FILIMOEATU lets his emotions take over after the 27-20 overtime win 
against Utah. “I’m a man, I didn’t cry,” Filimoeatu joked with reporters afterward. “Just having this moment right 
here is the world to me. I could never ask for anything more and just having all my family members in the stands, 
I can’t explain it.” CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
LEE’s  FAMILY  
of  the  GAME  
SIGN  UP  IN-­STORE  FOR  A  CHANCE  TO  BE  
THE  FAMILY  OF  THE  GAME  AT  AN  
UPCOMING  
AGGIES  GAME
For even more deals, scan this with your 










Prices Effective  
Sept. 11 -­ Sept. 18, 2012
Like us on facebook for 
additional savings
FOR  A  Y EAR
enter at facebook.com/leesmarketplace
TAWGood only at participating Associated Food Stores. 
With This Coupon 
4 for $8.00 Without
PLU#9688
Scan Down
Vendor Coupon - Expires September 18, 2012
When You Buy 4 (FOUR)  
Betty Crocker 4.5-8 oz. Select Varieties 
Fruit Snacks
4for$4
TAWGood only at participating Associated Food Stores. 
 Kellogg’s 11.4-19.5 oz. Asst. Special 
K Cereal, 4.4-4.86 oz. Special K Bars or 
4.5-8 oz. Special K Crackers or Chips
Special K Products





Vendor Coupon - Expires September 18, 2012
Don Julio 9 oz. Asst.
Tortilla  Chips
88¢
Frito Lay 10-10.5 oz. Asst.
Lay’s  Potato  Chips
BUY ONE GET ONE 
FREE
Western Family




CapriSun 10 pk. Select Varieties
Pouch  Drinks
$197
Shasta 2 Litter Bottles Asst.
Soda
Fresh Sweet








Earthbound 5-7 oz. Asst.
Organic  Salads
2for$5 
Nabisco 11.3 oz. Oreo 
Halloween  Cookies
$299
Tillamook 6 oz. Asst.
Lowfat  Yogurt
47¢















on these  
Kraft items 
when you  
purchase 8 Oscar Mayer 6.7-11.1 oz.  Select Varieties
Lunchables
$2 Regular Price
-  .50 Kraft Coupon
$150
Oscar Mayer  
7-9 oz. pkg. Asst.
Deli  Fresh  Meats
$3 Regular Price
-  .50 Kraft Coupon
$250
Oscar Mayer 14-16 oz. pkg. 
Beef, Cheese or Turkey Asst.
Franks
$2.50 Regular Price
-  .50 Kraft Coupon
$200With in-ad Kraft Coupon and purchse of 8 items With in-ad Kraft Coupon and purchse of 8 items With in-ad Kraft Coupon and purchse of 8 items




-  .50 Kraft Coupon
$200With in-ad Kraft Coupon and purchse of 8 items
Kraft 10.7-12 oz. pkg.  
Velveeta, Regular or 2%
American  Singles
$2.50 Regular Price
-  .50 Kraft Coupon
$200With in-ad Kraft Coupon and purchse of 8 items
Oscar Mayer 16 oz. pkg. White 




-  .50 Kraft Coupon
$200With in-ad Kraft Coupon and purchse of 8 items
Kraft 8 oz. Regular,  




-  .50 Kraft Coupon




When You Buy 8 (Eight)  *Participating 
Kraft Products
Oscar Mayer 6.7-11.1 oz.  Select Varieties Lunchables,  Oscar Mayer 16 oz. pkg. 
White Turkey,  Chopped Ham or Combo Pack Lunch Meats,  Oscar Mayer  
7-9 oz. pkg.  Asst.  Deli Fresh Meats,  Oscar Mayer 12 oz. pkg.  Regular,  Thick  
or  Thin Meat Bologna,  Oscar Mayer 14-16 oz.  pkg.  Asst.  Franks,  Kraft  
10.7-12 oz.  pkg.  Velveeta,  Regular or 2% American Cheese Singles,  Kraft 








Western Family 16 oz.
Sour  Cream
87¢








1%,  2%  or  Skim
Gallon  Milk
T
Vendor Coupon - Expires September 18, 2012
TAWGood only at participating Associated Food Stores. 
$129ea.
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